SeventySeven
April 2022 Business Bulletin

Surplus Business Cash
In light of the current high in ation, low interest rate environment, many business
owners are concerned that the cash sitting within their business is losing its’ real value.
Keeping your surplus cash on deposit over the last few years will have meant the
capital is unlikely to have grown with in ation. The interest you would have received
would also be low, and also subject to Corporation Tax
I have spoken previously about the importance of holding suf cient cash reserves, but
there is also a danger of holding too much cash, especially in these market conditions
What Is The Alternative

However, following changes to corporate accounting bases, your company may have to
value the investment annually and so pay Corporation Tax on any increase in value.
This will affect your cash ow and increase your accountancy costs
Therefore, the investment you choose should meet two objectives

•

It should have the potential of providing a better return than a deposit account, not
only to keep pace with but to beat in ation, and over the medium to long term aim to
provide superior investment returns
The investment should be structured so that Corporation Tax is only payable on
encashment of units and not annually on any increase in value.
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Equity based unit trusts aim to meet these objectives and therefore can be considered as
an appropriate investment for your company’s cash over the medium to long term.
They allow you to invest in a broad range of stocks, shares and other assets without any
Corporation Tax liability within the fund. They are ‘collective’ investment funds, pooling your
money with that of other investors
What Is The Tax Position

Once you have established what cash you need to hold on deposit for cash ow and
short term business needs, a possible solution for your company is to look to invest the
money held on deposit over the medium to long term

•

Unit Trust

Provided the investment is not made into unit trusts that are ‘debt-based’, de ned as
holding 60% or more of investments such as interest bearing cash deposits, Government
Gilts or corporate debt, tax liabilities on gains will only arise on full or partial encashment.
In other words, the value of the unit trust remains at its original value in your company
balance sheet
Distributions from equity unit trusts are not subject to further Corporation Tax. This can
provide a useful source of income for your company
When the unit trust is fully or partially encashed, any gain will be subject to corporation tax.
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What Happened in the Markets?
Markets experienced weakness in the rst quarter of 2022 as rising in ation made investors
increasingly wary of the potential for rising interest rates
The Bank of England has already begun raising rates with the Federal Reserve signalling that they
will do so in the near future
Coupled with this are the tragic events which are unfolding in Ukraine, which of course bring rise to
further in ationary pressures.
It is perfectly normal to see drawdowns in the stock market of 10% or more every two to three years
and it is something that we have come to expect
Sometimes the hardest thing to do is to do nothing when there is a lot of noise around us. However,
history has shown time and time again that this is often the best thing to do
The graph above shows the FTSE All Share, with the blue lines representing the range of daily
returns. The red line then shows the cumulative returns. I nd this useful to show that markets are
often volatile in the short term, but over the long term have generally moved in one direction
It is important to make sure that you have a suitable investment strategy which suits your attitude to
risk and objectives, so that you can revisit these to remind yourself why you invested in the rst place.
The value of an investment with St. James's Place will be directly linked to the performance of the
funds you select and the value can therefore go down as well as up. You may get back less than you
invested. An investment in equities does not provide the security of capital associated with a deposit
account with a bank or building society. Past performance is not indicative of future performance
The levels and bases of taxation and reliefs from taxation can change at any time. The value of any
tax relief depends on individual circumstances
SeventySeven Wealth Management Ltd is an Appointed Representative of and represents only St.
James's Place Wealth Management plc (which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority) for the purpose of advising solely on the group's wealth management products and services,
more details of which are set out on the group's website www.sjp.co.uk/products
Our privacy policy is available on request or can be accessed via our website www.77wm.co.uk. If you
wish not to be contacted in this way again then contact me using the details provided.
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